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Co-Facilitator Guy: thank you for being crisp like we asked you to yesterday afternoon. We left 
with clear ideas. Produced paper which you should have in your position and is a co-facilitators 
paper of course. For this particular session, we ask you look at the paper, which we take that 
you have already done, and get a common understanding on each party’s stances. Reflect on 
the paper and respond to it, clarifying to any misunderstanding might have had when taking 
notes.  Not the end all of it all. If you had an epiphany on metro etc., please let us know, or if 
you haven’t taken the floor and intend to contribute to discussion, please do express views so 
that have all captured.  
 
Palestine (G/77 & China): had a good discussion within group on text,  

• text has no official status but is a good document and reflects points group raised in its 
first intervention re: 2 and 4. 

• Missing: element of including in decision need to provide additional finance for 
developing countries. Just for L&D and have been asking for this for a very long time.  

• Need to ensure work for WIM based on best available science but don’t see the 
word science. Talking about review etc.  

• WIM review includes WIM beyond exec committee —> that’s what they mean 
when they say the WIM is not only the EXCOM 

• Additional things want to put forward: while recognize ongoing work within EXCOM’s 
workstreams, are looking for prioritization in workstreams, especially in work streams 
where lagging (noneconomic losses and slow onset) 

• Delivery of technical support.  
• Would like to see EXCOM work more closely with other constituted bodies i.e. 

SCF, TEC, to integrate L&D issues into how they do reporting into CMA and 
COP 

• EXCOM develop working arrangements within other bodies in convention or 
Paris Agreement. Include national implementation  

• Would like to see explanation in how will go from bullet points to explicit draft of text.  
 

U.S.: Thank you. Good summary but work has to be done in further collapsing. See some 
themes that could be combined in perhaps a single para or decision to WIM which could really 
help in issues. Could go by bullet but also overall, general stuff. Would also like some guidance 
on structure —> any informal consultations, what question are we answering. Guiding 
implementation of the WIM - incorporates work from variety of actors. Done a remarkable job of 
bringing in array of actors dealing with issues on the ground for a very long time.  
 
Difficulties with these ideas of creating new mechanisms/things under the WIM = solution is to 
create new bureaucracies in UNFCCC process that are being dealt with on the ground by other 
organizations. Hard to see how that would help because identified others who address. Also 
shouldn’t micro manage excom. Can make decisions but clearer guidance would be helpful in 
giving them clearance to move forward. Modalities of how to move work forward 
 
How can these modalities take the work of the WIM forward? Standardized products that are 
consistent across WIM functions. Concerns = excom can play role modalities of products it 



owns, develops, is catalyze get committee/organization, and then reach out to those who have 
resources etc. seen many examples of this over the past few years.  
 
Need to be cognizant to not overstep mandates of this decision.  Help provide guidance to WIM 
re: setting work stuff etc. but not setting mandates for other parts of body or i.e. getting in the 
way of Paris Agreement issue re: reporting.  
 
Highlighted that TFD a model, to reflect that made it so successful → 2 reasons 

- had a very defined mandate of what were supposed to be working on (not L&D at large) 
- different actors could then be identified, etc. leeway to define scope of work of these 

groups.  
 
Co-Facilitator: we just have limited text here because have mandate. Next iteration will be in 
decision format. And maybe U.S. will want to come back with more specifics with that 
understanding.  
 
Mexico: worried that no mention of gender, human rights, or vulnerable groups. These are 
essential for climate justice. Not “expressly” referred to  
 
Co-Facilitator: not expressly referred to but is generally… 
 
Georgia: no details of proposal made yesterday re: excom composition. Think it makes sense 
now as much as any to do this. Did submit text. Hope next one shows desire to do this. And 
there were no objections to what proposed yesterday.  
 
Co-Facilitator: Inviting parties to react to other parties please 
 
EU: good basis to focus discussion as move forward but a lot of overlapping stuff that will need 
to address. Also there are some things that are some groupings that once we address, will 
unlock another.  
 
Co-Facilitator: Can you mention them now? 
 
EU: Yes but reserve right to comeback because not really prepared. Re: excom make up, if also 
creating work programme not sure that’s appropriate because of independent mandates of 
parties and risks of different parties —> can we address in an integrated parties. Need for 
EXCOM to prioritize work plan but maybe we can make this clear. —> can i please make sense 
of my notes now  
 
Timor-Leste (LDCs): support G77. WIM is more than the EXCOM but also EXCOM is going to 
be revised and EXCOM is like WIM —> need to review WIM itself. Should insert things G77 
said. Missing some elements - critical ones: finance for loss and damage; long term vision of. 
WIM itself - to implement functions of WIM itself. Especially for LDCs and SIDS. 
Operationalization action and support (finance, technology, capacity building —> 
implementation arm - well covered 
 
My country is asking where is the WIM - need to be fully operationalized. And do need to 
enhance TFD so that addressing needs.  
 



New Zealand: fully support call for full - ensure outputs of WIM are actually accessible - not 
easily communicated —> should include guidance on making technical reports easily accessible 
—> videos, short policy briefs (TEC), Canada suggestion of direct sharing between practitioners 
and developing countries.  
 
Agree with Mexico that need to highlight human rights, gender, vulnerable populations 
 
Efforts disjointed and lack coordination at national level when respond to disaster - WIM should 
have an active role in coordinating.  
 
Important to have $ flow go for 8.4 efforts. Useful for decision on review to advise countries that 
they can apply for help on mobility etc. also please send specific language   
 
Co-Facilitator: Just to clarify, national focal points (meaning in conventions for UNFCCC) vs. 
national contact points. What do people mean? 
 
Australia: supports interventions from U.S., New Zealand and Europe. Has become a wish list 
and cannot reflect all of them in a decision. Need to be more conscious of mandate i.e. yes WIM 
is bigger but EXCOM guides the WIM. And think that list of actions —> have very limited 
resources of time and money. Think about priorities when asking stuff of EXCOM. Likes A-J and 
then everything after that is stuff that are projects that EXCOM should think about moving 
forward. Like a “wish list” 
 
Need to explore why countries are not putting forward contact points despite multiple decisions.  
 
Would rather see mapping then quantify, etc. because hard to when slow onset events etc. also 
yes to science but that’s not the only thing.  
 
EXCOM thing can’t be solved until solve governance question so it might have to wait.  
 
Uruguay: thank you for papers. Also see some specific issues raised in the previous days. WIM 
goes beyond EXCOM; functions of EXCOM - how implemented and developed and then can 
see how can be strengthened.  
 
Vanuatu: key decision outcome require money. Don’t agree that WIM is just for the theoretical. 
While do accept all forms of evidence, cannot continue to ignore climate science  
 
Ecuador (like minded developing): align with G77, reflects most of our views. We have said 
several times that not just here to review the EXCOM. Acknowledge that part of modalities but 
part of WIM as a whole. If there are functions that haven’t worked then need to address. New 
things that have been put on table since Paris.  
 
Co-Facilitator: Intention is to reflect on the paper and then if anything you want to put on table.  
 
U.S.: here to understand how we can support EXCOM implementing functions. Explicit. Also 
quite clear that not provision of finance. Task excom to update 5 year work plan, detailed 
products translate into things that can be used. A lot of products being listed like standardized 
approached, long term risk assessments —> role could be to share best practices between 
EXCOM, find out what is out there in terms of guidance in financial.  



 
And then finance, resources are out there and need further mapping on this —> not in past 
where so big that cant print but rather a guide —> how to access for insurance and reinsurance 
industries to protect more vulnerable communities. Now request further collaborations with other 
bodies through subgroups.  
I(d) - comprehensive risk management could cover a lot of different things.  
J - what sort of products  
 
Sudan: In response to U.S., don’t recall that we ever took a decision that there would be no 
decision for finance on loss and damage.  
 
See as a very good opportunity to engage to see how we want this to be and don’t see any 
micromanagement. An opportunity to engage. Need to hopefully see progress made. Also 
underline the lack of progress in workstreams, esp. workstreams e —> need to reflect lack of 
progress in work streams. Also lack of urgency in developing countries.  
 
And need a WIM that can respond to developing vulnerable colleges 
 
However, we believe that whatever work should be doing should provided consistency and 
something about prioritizing.  
 
Should also look at long term TFD. Like it but not a copy and paste model. Other approaches 
besides insurance should be addressed. Social securities. Taken a decision like this before 
inviting parties to collaborate but obviously didn’t work.  
 
Bangladesh: appreciate that need to discuss key levels of text. Capture parties’ views. These 
are not the wishlist. Cofacilitator submitted based on submissions, including the Sunday event 
required and organized by Secretariat. Mandate. Sunday - mostly backward looking. Good with 
some forward looking. Identified needs, activities,  
 
At national level, need to assess risk, current nature of loss and damage, future risks and need. 
We need this. WIM could have done this in last 6 years.  
 
How do we coordinate with people outside parties when it plays such an essential role?  
 
Financial window under GCF. Australia - how do you deliver evidence without consulting local 
communities?  
 
National current assessment —> national implementation plant —> act 
 
Russia: agree Australia. WIM is re: mechanisms and EXCOM is prominent. 5 year workplan 
has to be implemented. TFD. Cannot support Mexico’s suggestion because climate justice lacks 
concreteness  
 
St. Lucia (AOSIS): (aligned with G77) thank you for the paper with the proposed actions. Likes 
guidance to operating entities of financial mechanism, windows re: mobility, comprehensive risk 
mgmt, slow onset, expert group on action and support.  
 



Very important to include call for additional finance for loss and damage. Should be highlighted 
in fundamental manner. Very much interested in having discussions on converging w/EU re: 
guidance, addressing risk in integrated manner - what will that look like, specific reference to 
IPCC, delivery of science and finance and reinforce that can apply for projects re: non economic 
losses etc. - see those as aligned. EXCOM does make decision but… 
 
The constituted body - the CTCN - didn’t work very well, had phase where couldn’t even 
complete because didn’t have financing. Because didn’t have an actual working group or 
anything like that.  
 
Also no one commented re: expert group on enhanced action 
 
Norway: vulnerable groups and human rights —> has to be included; science based and IPCC. 
Don’t want to double work. Have EXCOM to identify most central organizations, present 
overview of work, compile it, further elaborate on technical finance so that a guide re: finance 
opportunities —> then investigate if there are areas not covered by existing mechanisms, then 
we address them.  
 
Sendai focal point for disaster risk reduction could also do this?  
 
More funding is needed but want it to be used efficiently 
 
Japan: not clear if implementation is best way to do financing when have GEF and GCF and 
complaints about this. Should get a better picture of transfer risk management —> have one 
with southeast risk reduction between Singapore, world bank, Japan. Also other ones. Not 
enough - need more improvement. There are these activities.  
 
Colombia (AILAC): align with G77. Good basis and reflects most of comments raised before. 
Key elements: recognize WIM is more than excom, important to have additional funding 
including window under GCF, important to provide guidance on L&D financing needs and 
priorities for regional, national, and international financial mechanisms; importance of expert 
group on action and operationalize, ensure based on best available science (IPCC), ensure use 
documents produced, reference gender and human rights, important to formalize relationships 
between other parties and others so eventually get tot voluntary reporting on L&D - key - part of 
convention and P.>.A 
 
EU: all see as WIM > EXCOm but maybe different interpretation. Key role in catalyzing, 
mobilizing, connecting, bringing together those in different sphere. What is available to whom 
and for what - to guide parties and other stake holders. WIM is part and parcel to picture but 
cannot be sole. Stream line - basis for comprehensive risk assessments, economic 
development broadly, - shouldn’t micromanage work but we could give guidance, for example, 
to ensure  
 
Formalized work programme - need to strengthen work processes necessary but dont need a 
separate work programme  
 
F and p (re: risk assessments) also something is happening in finance room (COP agenda item 
8? So this is not the right place to discuss) a lot of ideas on how to structure but believes has to 
discuss more before move to decision text.  
 



Australia: don’t see value of opening finance mechanism. Science and evidence shows that 
have a lot of money available already. It’s just that it’s not accessible. That’s how you use 
resources to best impact the communities most impacted by climate change. Need to be more 
strategic, looking at available resources in this movement forward but following AOSIS’ lead in 
where we are coming together.  
 
Gap analysis not helpful in L&D because can’t quantify. A lot about guidance and sounds like 
there’s too much guidance so EXCOM should gather and review so that easy for parties to 
access and implement 
 
WIM could send letters to ensure its actually happening after say recommend people give 
money in line with principles. Of article 8  
 
Building - NAP, CRM workshops  
 
Should put in place a path moving forward for what we don’t agree on.  
 
Red Cross already has connections —> right but everyone is saying that it is not working  
 
Canada: item k opportunity for WIM and EXCOM to delivery products that are especially made 
for those other bodies to have a loss and damage lense - helps to implement with loss and 
damage.  
 
Modalities of work. New Zealand addressed - ways to bring together communities members and 
engage with resources available. There is a place to foster relationships with communities and 
key organizations. Supporting human rights, gender, evidence-based and science. Also not 
about not recognizing that these needs are important or that this finance is enough, but rather 
that don’t want to duplicate or fragment. Agree with EU re: . There is guidance on reporting of 
L&D in transparency framework —> there is need to test first because is very flexible.  
 
Korea: don’t want to duplicate. Need more on human rights, gender, indigenous peoples.  
 
Kuwait (Arab states): align on Ecuador and G-77. Need expert group. GCF funding - facing 
complexity for accessing these so need better access for loss and damage. G(d) - people are 
much larger than specific group under WIM i.e. youth, elderly and handicap as vulnerable 
communities.  
 
China: (G77) (Ecuador) a lot of parties have mentioned finance and said that already support 
that but we know that adaptation and L&D are different. It’s beyond. There is no L&D fund under 
UNFCCC. That is why we are raising this crucial point. Need to establish this finance 
mechanism regardless of what under - GCF, GEF, or another independent mechanism.  
 
Mandate - agree that have to stick to mandate but came from COP that has to support 
developing countries. How do you stick to this language? Not just sticking to the CMA decision 
but also the COP decision that is very close issues? 
 
How do we bring other stake holders into these issues? We need language on how to do this, 
especially those outside of UNFCCC. How do you access papers outside or register for 
workshops.  
 



How to operationalize - EXCOM has limited resources so need cooperation with other 
constituted bodies  
 
India: (G77) (Bangladesh) best available science!!! 
 
Switzerland: (EU)(Norway) underscore enhancing role in supporting ground. Provide products 
for actors outside of the party. Reviewing and best available science. Welcome further. Expert 
group enhancing action and support - how would this work with SCF. Agree with concern re: 
getting in the way  
 
U.S.: not saying work is perfect; not same knowledge product. Clear info on risks with best 
available science in particular science. Best practices for averting, minimizing, risks, resources 
on finance and more broadly, and additional info on evaluating the effectiveness of these 
measures.  
 
Timor Leste: Adaptation is different - L&D is beyond. Need to be clear not talking about finance 
for adaptation. WIM is bigger than EXCOm but then when EU continued, only talked about. 
Everyone is saying don’t want to duplicate but for LDCs, there is nothing happening. There is 
nothing to duplicate.  
 
And the COP decision was clear and so was the CMP para. 9 that financial mechanism serving 
Paris agreement —> including para. 8.  
 
Co-facilitator: made available room from 7-10 (room 5) for informal informal to “engender 
understanding” to facilitate decision-making over the next few days.  
 


